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WELCOME BACK
Trees along Kelly Burn
New playing field under
development

Wallace
Monument

Sheardale Hills

Ochil Hills

Devon Valley

Dollar

Proposed Development
Site

A91

Proposed Development
Site

Site of proposed
roundabout on A91

View west across development site towards Dollar and the Ochil Hills

Introduction - your comments / feedback
Our proposals are now more detailed and are presented on these boards along with summaries of the work
which has been going on in the background. Please take time to read them and provide your feedback, using
No area allocated for parking
“Dollar doesn’t have sufficient infrastructure”
Primary School - no spaces to park | Traffic concerns - especially during term time | Pedestrian links to village for
school access required
We need a car park for public use

TRANSPORT

Roads system will be a nightmare
Insufficient provision for tourists and locals when visiting
Different access roads/traffic flow through existing narrow roadway is concern

the forms provided. Further details are on the final board. If you have any questions you wish to discuss, the
consultancy team are here along with representatives from Harviestoun Estate and will be happy to help.
On this board however, we have set out the feedback from the consultation in June. Answers to most of the
points are either within the proposals or are referred to on Board 04.

ENVIRONMENT
/ HERITAGE

Thank you for coming to the follow-up consultation for the proposed new development at Harviestoun. We
showed you our preliminary ideas in June and asked for your feedback. We have also continued with our
technical studies, met with community groups and with the Council.

Concerns on provision for surface & foul drainage. Can’t insure my new property due to flooding issues (Dewar
Street).
Give due consideration to enhancing the area with open space, woodland walks etc.
Sewage treatment plant used to be a problem and could pose further problems.
The proposal reduces the space around the scheduled archaeological site. Why not provide some funds to have
the site properly explored and make a proper feature with info boards etc.
Would like to see sympathetic development in relation to the landscape.

Charging points for electric vehicles and community vehicle garaging space would be beneficial
Need extra housing for retirement/disabled accommodation.

Access from A91 - An area could be used for a visitor centre/picnic area to accommodate visitors within walking
distance of the town centre.

Lovers Loan offers only very expensive housing – A range of size of houses is required.

Public transport is extremely limited

House prices exclude many local residents – shortage of affordable homes.

Would encourage growth if infrastructure issues are actively managed

Elderly want to stay in Dollar but want to downsize – bungalows needed to release family housing for younger
people.

Suggest speed limit signs are moved further out of the village and other speed reduction initiatives on A91
introduced on approach.
Visitor parking: new development needs to incorporated sufficient provision unless houses have ample driveways
Topography of site - ability of an ageing population to walk uphill?

HOUSING

Road network for new housing should not link up to Lover’s Loan and Gowan Lea

Will support only if the infrastructure and community facilities keep pace with the growth of the housing stock,

High quality retirement complex?
Dollar needs to grow and develop.
Housing should have links for school access and to ensure the increased population use the facilities in the village
and don’t drive past to other settlements with more shops.
Need more 2/3 bed houses, no 5 bedroom mansions.
2 bedroom terraces for young people born and bred in Dollar? Not just flats.

and occurs in tandem with the housing delivery and not after.

More detail requested as to the type, style and size of housing proposed.

Co-op will not be able to cope. Has consideration been given to a small supermarket being included in the site?

Academy pupils and parents should be considered in terms of ‘house type’ to encourage them to relocate from
outside Dollar to the town to reduce traffic and encourage them to take ownership of the town and contribute
growth.

Lack of local shops for new houses
There are no gyms, sport centres and the only swimming pool is at Dollar Academy which is not currently

Pace and phasing info requested.

sufficient for community needs.
Loss of hotel since masterplan 2014 – replacement? | Retail and business offer needs to be enhanced

Health centre will not be able to cope with so many new residents. Same day doctor’s appointments will no
longer be available.
Sports facilities from previous development at Gowan Lea have still not been delivered.
Football pitch and changing rooms promised with Lovers Loan still not delivered.
Strathdevon School needs replacing. School extension does not appear to be big enough to support all of the
extra kids.
Only two parks in Dollar and both are pretty low standard.
Proposed development would bring problems in a town with no bank, one pub and reduced post office facilities.

Dollar is an attractive rural area and such a major residential development will seriously impact the countryside

CHARACTER OF
TOWN

Lack of public hall for events and clubs etc. Lack of community meeting space.

AMENITIES

Important to retain trees and shelter belt planting.

Consider making a notable, interesting feature in the development that draws people to it – a sort of public
space/feature/civic centre provision.

Need for fully staffed primary & secondary school and facilities for kids (etc sports parks/swimming pools)
I like the park – interested to see development of ideas but what about connectivity with Tilly e.g. mini train to
spread mutual use of facilities?
One of the strengths of Dollar as a community is the ability to bring the community together, i.e. – The Duck Race,
fireworks display and Village Gala, all of which rely on land being squeezed out by both of the major development
proposals.

Number of houses proposed is far too high and will swamp the rest of Dollar
Southerly Fields would be parkland/community space – who is going to maintain this area?
Strong sense of community – needs to be retained.
It will be good to know how the heritage of the current main streets of dollar will be cherished/facades of the new
houses honour and reflect the Victorian flavour of the town.
There are established trees along the Kelly Burn. We hope these will be retained as they encourage wildlife to the
area.

Adding 500 houses in total will change the town forever, however if done sensitively it could re-invigorate the

GENERAL

The orchard garden will be appreciated, as well as beehives and a community garden.

Significant scale. The town will have lost its identity

We need to see exactly what is proposed as this is changing the heart of Dollar.

A cycle way towards Muckhart is a golden opportunity to encourage active transport and reduce car usage
Development should incorporate “corner shops” and premises for small scale businesses – joiner, electrician,
plumber etc. – Community businesses should be incorporated and encouraged.

and essence of Dollar.

commercial side of Dollar, which would be good.
We need to create a vibrant community where tourists are encouraged to stop and spend time/ money.
This and the Dollarfields proposal MUST be considered in partnership.
Will the Council adopt this as a masterplan to give residents assurance as to the agreed parameters of the
development?
Dollar needs expansion for sustainability and to embrace new development as it is a declining town.
What guarantee is there for future developers to adhere to house type/tenure stipulated at this stage.

Concern that community will be left with a ‘token gesture’.
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DEVELOPING IDEAS

Further Technical Work

Proposed Development Framework

Transport Assessment
The impacts of development traffic on
the existing local road network are being
assessed, and mitigation of these will be
provided where required.
The process
includes sharing of information with the
Dollarfield/DA proposal team which will
ensure consistency of assessment for both
sites, as agreed with Clackmannanshire
Council. A roundabout on the A91 is now
proposed, and our path network/core path
linkages have been further developed. All
vehicular access to the site will be from the
A91, with connections to Lovers Loan only
for pedestrians and cyclists.

Flood Risk & Drainage
We have identified areas of flood risk and
are working with the constraints within our
proposals. Once we have additional details
from the DA/DF studies we will have a
more comprehensive picture. We have also
established a preliminary drainage strategy.
For foul water, we would propose to connect
to the system formed as part of the Lover’s
Loan development all subject to gaining
approval from Scottish Water. Surface water
will be treated by various methods to satisfy
SEPA and the Council and attenuated within
a new detention basin to existing greenfield
run off rates prior to discharge to one of the
adjacent watercourses.

Proposed Development Site

200 year flood
event +Climate
Change

Ecology
A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal was
undertaken in June. The habitat survey
showed the proposed development area to be
of low to moderate local value for biodiversity
and nature conservation. Further studies
will be required as the proposals progress
for presence of protected species; there is
significant opportunity to create improved
and linked habitats to improve the habitat
potential.

Plantation, Coniferous
Woodland
Plantation, Broad Leaved
Woodland
Semi-Natural, Broad
Leaved Woodland
Semi-natural, Mixed
Woodland
Scattered Trees
Scattered Shrubs
Marshy Grassland
Defunct Hedge
Dry Ditch
Defunct Hedge, Species
Poor
Hedgerow and Tree,
Native
Fence
Semi-Improved Grassland
Improved Grassland
Amenity Grassland

Proposed Dollarfield/
Academy Development Area

Scheduled Ancient Monument
Our consultant archaeologist is in dialogue
with Historic Environment Scotland (HES)
regarding the SAM which is currently only
visible as a crop-mark. It is assumed to be
a prehistoric palisaded enclosure, but its
condition is unknown. HES will only condone
excavation if it is considered through further
geophysical and aerial analysis that it should
be de-scheduled. In the meantime, the
proposals have reflected this as a constraint
and at the least, an interpretation board could
be placed there linking this to other known
prehistoric activity within the area.

Events Field

Community Park

Scheduled
Ancient
Monument

Tree Survey
A tree survey has been carried out by an
independent arboriculturist in accordance
with British Standard 5837:2012. It identifies
the age and structure of key trees and
groupings across and around the site area
and categorises their condition. Trees will be
lost within the centre of the site and along
the A91; these are a single modern plantation
of mixed broadleaved species of around 25
years in age and includes ash, showing signs
of dieback. Elsewhere we will seek to retain
trees around the edges and replace trees lost
through significant additional planting that
meets with the ecological objectives.

Groups of existing
trees
Individual existing
trees

Not To Scale

Consultation so far

The current school is poor in terms of fabric and condition. The study will

Views of Wider Community

Developers will provide contributions to the Council toward a new school

We had 111 people attending the last consultation; of those, 35 took the
time to respond via questionnaires on the day, by email and post. We
have categorised the comments, which also reflect the conversations
on the day, and set them out on Board 01. These have been carefully
considered in our proposals and have informed aspects such as land
use, type of housing and housing layout.

Council Meetings
We met with the Council on several occasions to discuss the following:
•

embedding quality in our application and making sure there is
consistency with the Dollarfield/ Dollar Academy application coming
forward: we have been sharing technical data where appropriate;

•

the future of the primary school: both major applicants will jointly fund
a revised education capacity study to inform educational requirements.

look at the status quo and at the impacts arising from new developments.
which will be proportionate to the impact. This will form part of the Section
75 agreement.
•

Housing - we have discussed the form and options for affordable housing.

•

All the Council meetings have involved Dollar Academy/ Dollar Field.

Meetings with the Community
Council
Discussion with the Community Council Planning Sub Group, Community
Council and Dollar Community Development Trust focussed on meeting
with the principles set out within the Paul Hogarth Community Masterplan
and how this masterplan should offer mixed use development and benefits
to the town. This concurred with the community consultation feedback
and we have included proposals for several additional land uses which are
described on these boards.

Energy
Existing mineshaft
location

We showed you the diagram with the
mine shafts and seams identified at our
last consultation. We have worked around
these constraints in preparing the layout.
We are also investigating the use of mine
water to create geothermal energy which
would provide a sustainable energy source.
Harviestoun is also considering the potential
for solar energy elsewhere on their estate;
the aim is that this development should be
self-sustaining in terms of energy as far as
possible.
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THE PROPOSALS
1. Tourism Opportunity

A91

8
1

2. Food Store

Kelly Burn

Several people have raised concern that the existing food store size
can barely meet with current use let alone increased demand. We
have proposed a site for a larger food store with parking. It has been
located at the closest point to the town and would work with the mine
shaft constraints which allow parking; if the current store relocates and
expands to this site then that would release a site in the town centre
for other uses.

2
5

d
Roa
t
r
a
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We haven’t specified what this should be and seek your views on this.
Located at the entrance to Dollar, the aim is that this offers a place to
park from which to explore the town and one idea is that it could include
bike hire and electric bike charging points. The Council has indicated a
desire to establish an electric bike hub within the centre of Dollar. This
would be an exciting option for easily exploring Dollar and its environs,
providing the infrastructure is put in place. This would be enhanced
through maps and tourist information. It could also include a farm shop
which showcases local produce or a restaurant facility complementary
to what is currently available in Dollar.

3. Events Space
7

6

Proposed
Cemetery

The community will lose their current events space under the Dollarfield/
Dollar Academy Proposals. We propose providing a new area for Gala
Day, Bonfire Night etc just south of the town. This will be left as open
space and will continue to be used for silage production in between
times. Woodland edge planting creates “green” corridors and balances
the trees lost within the development site. There would need to be
occasional access for events from Lovers Loan.

4. Community Park

Strathdevon
Primary School

Pitch Under
Construction

This space is intended as a new piece of public open space for Dollar. We
have shown an orchard, a continuous path network, wetland area and
open space but this could also include land uses such as allotments and
a nature garden as well as natural play and opportunities for outdoor
fitness.

5. Development Open Space
We have also allowed for formal open space within the development
area that would include seating and amenity planting.

6. Path Networks

4

Encouraging active travel starts with a good path network. We propose
to build on the core path system already in place and add to the structure,
allowing good connectivity to all the facilities of Dollar as well as links
into the historic paths and walks already promoted and which could be
further enhanced in the future as part of a wider tourism initiative.

3

7. Housing Mix
This plan shows that with a design-led approach there is just over 7Ha
of developable land, probably between 180 and 200 houses (18% of the
total PAN area). These would be built over a number of years, by more
than one developer. The most important aspect is we offer on this plan
a mix of house types, allowing for smaller units as well as family units,
with opportunity for people wishing to downsize as well as first time
buyers. This may also include provision of retirement homes.

8. Slowing Speeds / New Entry
A roundabout is emerging as the best solution for slowing speeds on
the approach to Dollar. We have located this at a point where the road
curves and a robust woodland belt reinforces the sense of gateway.
Keeping it away from the start of the development edge will allow the
best design solution for how the new edge of the town can meet with
the existing settlement character.

Not To Scale

Illustrative Plan

Approaching Dollar from East on A91

View from Eastern edge of proposed development adjacent to burn

View North-east across proposed central space

Formal mix of walling, planting and continuous urban edge.

Proposed waterside planting, linear park and single-storey housing

Higher density terracing and townhouses around urban park
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MEETING THE VISION

What is Dollar’s Vision?
The community established a vision for the town in 2012, and this formed the basis of the 2014 Dollar Community Masterplan. This was reinforced by the 2016
Dollar Community Futures report.

“Dollar will be an attractive and vibrant rural town, offering a safe and friendly environment in which to live, work and visit. Building upon
its community spirit, strong historic and educational roots, Dollar must continue to evolve towards a sustainable and prosperous future”
The ultimate success of this development will be measured by what it achieves once it has been built; both
what it looks like and how it adds to Dollar. But we should keep testing our emerging proposals against the
community vision and against the key principles embedded in the “Dollar Community Masterplan: Let’s Get it
Right for Dollar”. We have also referenced the vision statements within the 2016 survey (see right).
Our assessment is below; perhaps you can add to this through this consultation process.

Measuring Our Proposals
•

The character of Dollar is intrinsic with its landscape setting and the drama of the Ochils backdrop. New

An integrated, caring community with a balanced mix of ages and housing.
An enterprising community - able to make things happen and make the most of all its assets and talents.
Attractive and welcoming to visitors while providing top-class services for residents.
Protecting the natural environments and having a more sustainable future.

Reviewing the masterplan against guiding principles

development will expand the town eastwards. We propose to help protect its identity through careful, low

In addition, the community masterplan sets out guiding principles. We continue to review how we are doing
against these as follows;

density design along the boundaries, which is edged by robust planting along an existing feature. Therefore,

•

we aim to avoid a sense of “development bleed” into the countryside;
•

We aim to provide a proper housing mix which will encourage a mix of new residents: some will relocate from
elsewhere in Dollar and close by and others will move into the area. A mix of residents will give vibrancy with
people around during the day and moving about the town;

•

The layout shown in our illustrative framework aims to ensure this will feel like a natural extension to the
town and not a gated bolt-on on the eastern flank; this will make it feel welcoming. All streets are properly
overlooked, all open space is overlooked allowing this to be a safe environment. The streets will be designed
to reflect those which exist in historic Dollar which naturally promote a slower speed;

•

•

Study, interpret and harness the urban, landscape and architectural qualities specific to Dollar;

We showed you how we are meeting this objective at our first consultation; this has informed our proposals
as you see them now, and will continue to influence development through design guidance which will be
included with our application;
•

Prioritise ease of pedestrian and cycle movement over vehicular routes;

commercial opportunities to help sustain the town;

•

Providing new open space for community use and benefit will help sustain the strong sense of community

The transition between the upland landscape of the Ochils and the floor of the Devon Valley, in which Dollar
sits, is notable for its water courses and connected woodland planting which forms riparian edges and field
boundaries. We have picked this up through using an existing unnamed burn, another mining legacy, to create
the edge of the development and propose enhancing this through increased planting.

of shops within the centre;

that already exists within the town, and in turn provides valuable physical and mental health benefits;
•

Refer to our proposals on Boards 03 and 06 for how we seek to achieve this;

By making sure there are good links into Dollar new residents are more likely to use the town’s resources and

Providing mixed development including a larger food store with parking, and a tourism hub facility, helps
including information to the other offers within Dollar such as the castle, the Museum and the attractive mix

•

development;

This has been fundamental to our plan and we have sought to connect into the path system where possible.
The Council seek to roll out national priority initiatives with e-bikes (electric) within Dollar. These are already
very successful with all age groups elsewhere hence we have identified an opportunity for a cycle hub at
the tourism facility or within the proposed food store car park; this could be part of a hire scheme or offer
recharging points and basic tools. This could be matched by an initiative across Dollar as a whole with parking
and recharging at the castle and within the centre and would be an attraction in itself.

toward easing perceived parking congestion, and promotes tourism within the town offering good links

•

Seek wherever possible to extend existing streets, footpaths and character areas as the basis for new

We are looking at increased sustainability by using the past to enable the future; geothermal energy from
former mineworking waters will provide a good energy source for the new development. This also adds to

Protect and enhance those urban and rural characteristics found along Dollar’s edges.

the rich historic legacy Dollar has to offer.
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BENEFITTING DOLLAR
1.

Potential site for tourism related business.
Eg. Cycle hub, local producer food hall,
orientation centre.

2. Food store.
Eg. Relocated and enlarged Co-op.

Enable Links Physically
and Historically

3. Renewable energy using geothermal mine
workings.
4. Events field
5. Orchard and community growing space.
6. Dollar clubhouse: opportunity for
enhancement and tourism subject to
developing business plan + securing funding.
i.

Community hub (primary school, health
centre, and community hall) expansion
+ improvements enabled through S75
agreement.

Develop Opportunities
at the Golf Club
Dollar Edge of
Settlement Tourism
Hub and Orientation

Future

st Indust
a
P

Powers
y
r

e
th

ii. Potential community-use related through
relocation of existing supermarket.

Improved Facilities
Unlock Town Centre
Potential

om

mu

/ Open Space
y
t
i
n

Enable Improved
Education and
Community Resource

C
Not To Scale

Opportunities: How Harviestoun hopes to enable Dollar’s vision
The Harviestoun Estate has landholdings beyond the proposed development site and, through long historic links with the area, seeks to contribute toward the sustained success of Dollar. The proposed development sites will
bring big changes to Dollar; it is critical that this isn’t just another bolted-on residential development but does really bring sustained benefits to the town, offering opportunities for the community to be involved and work
together. The diagram shows how this development can work toward that, in what is proposed as part of this application and through other interests the Estate has: ownership of the Golf Course and Clubhouse for example
and opportunities for sustainable energy.

1. Tourism Hub
This is a proposal for a
tourism hub that could meet
several objectives concerning
information, removal of cars from
the centre, promoting the use of
an electric bike to get around,
exploration of the historic area
as well as opportunities for the
sale of local produce, venue hire
etc.

2. Food Store
and Affordable
Housing

3. Geothermal
and Renewable
Energy

The proposals offer enhanced
space for increased food retail
with parking alongside. It will
provide a better facility that will
retain spend in the town, and help
resolve parking issues. It would be
logical to provide some of the 25%
affordable housing requirement
alongside this, using for example
space above the food store, and/
or the development block next
to the food store. Housing here
is well located for local facilities,
and access to public transport.

This is an ongoing study in
parallel with the application but
will utilise former mine workings
and be located within areas we
are unable to build. This also
contributes to the rich history
of the town. This study is at an
early stage but will continue to
be part of these proposals as
they develop. The potential for
ground mounted solar energy
PV panels which feed into a
smart grid for the development
is also being explored.

4. Events Field
This field would be used for
Dollar events such as bonfire
night and Gala Day. It has good
access links to and from the path
network. Vehicle access could be
taken from Lovers Loan. Between
events it would continue to be
used by the estate for agricultural
use - silage production.

5. Community
Park

6. Dollar
Clubhouse

This is proposed as a community
resource, managed by the
community, which would be
enabled by Harviestoun and
is suitable for an orchard,
allotments, natural play, wildlife
habitat enhancement, as well as
tracks for running and walking.

This has recently been bought
back by the Estate to support the
Golf Club. It offers an opportunity
for development beyond golf
such as a community resource
and for tourism- especially where
it sits, close to the castle and
the museum. The Estate have
started looking at business plans
and will need to explore funding
mechanisms.
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APPLICATION
Next Steps

Open Space
Burn Edge (Lower height
development including Bungalows)

The next step is to finalise our proposals, before lodging an application for Planning
Permission in Principle. In order to do this, we will:

Core (Semi-detached
and Terraces)

• Review feedback from today’s exhibition;

SAM Edge
(Detached Villas)

• Review the comments from recent meetings with community and Council
representatives;

Central Space (Terraces
and Townhouses)

• Check our proposals against the analysis we did at the beginning to make sure we
haven’t missed any opportunities;

Residential adjacent to retail
(Terraces and Cottage Flats)

• Check the community Masterplan Design Code to understand which aspects we
can apply or evolve;

Retail (Food Store)

• Check our proposals against local and national policy to make sure we are compliant.
Adjacent to A91 (Detached
and Semi-detached)

We will make any adjustments required and develop our illustrative material to further
strengthen the design principles which will need to be followed through at detailed
design stage: this will act as a design guide and make sure that everything we set
out can be followed through on the ground.

Tourism Opportunity
Cottages (Semi-detached)
Courtyard (Detached and
Semi-detached)

We have already established that the vision for a vibrant sustainable place can more
easily be achieved through a rich mix of housing types. Hence the application will
include plans such as that on the left, “Land Use and Character Areas”, which is the
starting point for setting out which land uses should go where. This will be expanded to
include indicative storey heights and appropriate materials and boundary treatments.
The analysis, design evolution, development framework, illustrative plans and design
guidance will be brought together into a Design and Access Statement and will
account for the technical work undertaken and how we have worked with technical
findings. The application will be supported by other documents such as the Transport
Appraisal and Landscape and Visual Appraisal.
We hope to lodge an application in the latter half of October; at that stage you
will have a further opportunity for comment via the Council’s planning portal. The
process we have followed, and where we are, is set out in the diagram below.

Contact

Events Space
Community Park
(allotments,
orchard, outdoor
fitness, play)

Please feel free to ask any questions on what is shown on these boards, and we
would be grateful if you could fill out a questionnaire. You can do that here today, or
view the boards at your leisure and fill out the questionnaire at home.
Please send your responses by Saturday 6th of October 2018.
@

dollar@colliers.com
The boards and questionnaire are available on the Dollar Community
Development Trust website:

www

https://dollarcdt.wordpress.com/projects/4/
Colliers International
1 Exchange Crescent
Conference Square
Edinburgh, EH3 8AN

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

WE ARE HERE

STAGE 3

CONSULT
COMMUNITY

CONSULT
COMMUNITY

Land-use and Character Areas

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

STAGE 6
Development Framework | Design and Access Statement

SITE APPRAISAL

ANALYSIS

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

TEST DESIGN
SOLUTIONS

DESIGN

LODGE PPIP
PLANNING
APPLICATION

Application for Planning Permission in Principle for a Mixed Use (Major) Development at St Andrews West, St Andrews
Prepared by: Optimised Environments Ltd.
Client: St Andrews West LLP
Document No: 160958_STAW_DAS_R001
January 2018
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-

Environment
Social
Policy

-

Design Principles
Finalise Constraints and
Opportunities

-

Design Options
Develop options in 3D

-

May

June

July

Complete design Reviews
Viability Checks
Deliverability and
Programming
Final checks against
Design Influences

August

-

September

Complete Development
Framework
Design & Access
Statement
Technical Infrastructure
Drawings
Transport Assessment
Landscape and Visual Appraisal

October

November
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